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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis we propose an enhancement to the Quantum Three-Pass Protocol 

(QTPP) by adding quantum authentication. After detailed analysis of all possible 

classical as well as quantum attack methods of the original Quantum Three-Pass 

Protocol, we identified, that the original Quantum Three-Pass Protocol is only 

vulnerable against the man-in-the-middle attack. By adding authentication and an 

agent called the Quantum Distribution Centre, the man-in-the-middle attack is 

eliminated. All communication between the parties is established over quantum 

channels with non-orthogonal superposition states that are subject to the no-cloning 

theorem. The security analysis shows that the modified Quantum Three Pass 

Protocol is unconditionally secure in the sense that the key is random, the protocol is 

authenticated, and all communication channels are subject to quantum physics. 

Furthermore, the bit error rate as a function of the noise on the channel is discussed.  

Using the enhanced QTPP a complete encryption process is designed exploiting also 

classical algorithms. 

Keywords: Quantum Computation, Quantum Cryptography, Quantum Encryption 

Algorithm, Quantum Three-Pass protocol, Authentication, BB84.    
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ÖZ 

Bu tezde kuantum kimlik doğrulama yöntemini ekli Kuantum Üç Geçişli Protokolü 

(QTPP) öneriyoruz. Tüm olası klasik ve kuantum saldırı yöntemlerini Kuantum Üç 

Geçişli Protokolünün analizinde, sadece araya giren adam saldırısına (man-in-the-

middle attack) karşı saldırıya maruz kalabileceğini tespit edilmiştir. Kimlik 

doğrulama yönteimini ve bir Kuantum Dağıtım Merkezin ekleyerek araya giren 

adam saldırısını elimine edilebileceğini gösterilecektir. Taraflar arasındaki tüm 

iletişim kanalları süperpozisyon halinde olan bilgiler klonlamama teoremine tabi 

kuantum kanalları üzerinden kurulur. Güvenlik analizi, kimlik doğrulamalı modifiye 

Kuantum Üç Geçişli Protokolünün, şifresi rastgele olması, protokolün doğrulanmış 

olması, ve  tüm iletişim kanallarının kuantum fiziğine tabii olması halinde, koşulsuz 

güvenilirdir. Bunun dışında iletişim kanalının üzerindeki gürültü ile bit hata oranı 

arasındaki ilişki tartışılmıştır. Gelişmiş QTPP klasik algoritmalarla birlikte 

kullanarak komple bir şifreleme işlemi tasarlanmıştır. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Kuvantum Hesaplama, Kuantum Kriptografi, Kuantum 

Şifreleme Algoritması, Kuantum Üç Geçişli protokol, kimlik doğrulama, BB84. 
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Chapter 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Before we begin to discuss Quantum Encryption, we have to understand the relation- 

ship between classical information transferred and processed in the domain of 

Quantum Computation. As computers cannot store and process information directly, 

the information has to be coded into bits.  In an analogy to classical computation in 

quantum computation the information is coded in so-called "qubits". The qubits are 

represented mathematically by the abstract Dirac-Notation. There are two 

fundamental differences between classical bits and qubits. Let us consider the 

computational basis {   ,    }, which is the same for classical as well as for quantum 

computation. Information in classical computing is then represented as a sequence of 

bits that are either 0 or 1, which can also be represented in Dirac notation using the 

pure states     or    . In contrast to classical information, quantum information 

provides a more probabilistic approach, reflected in the fact that qubits can be 

represented as superposition of their basis states. If we choose the computational 

basis {   ,    }, then a qubit can be represented as              , where α, β    . 

Because of the probabilistic nature of quantum computation the complex coefficients 

are interpreted as probability amplitudes, with              So, we can encode 

theoretically (mathematically) infinite information into one qubit. If we look at this 

infinite set, we can easily identify that every point on this circle is an accumulation 

point. If, in an open interval around the point x of a set, there are infinitely many 

points, we call this an accumulation point. So every point on the circle, given by 
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           , is an accumulation point. Obviously, this is not the case for 

integers. So, evidently one qubit is sufficient to store a key that is combinatorial 

inaccessible. The only restriction in this case is that every transmission channel has a 

certain amount of noise. Therefore, the noise level and the associated error correction 

are the only limiting characteristics for the information and its transmission. If we 

neglect this, one qubit is sufficient to store infinite information. The mathematical 

theory is telling us that the qubit space is infinite, but according to Bekenstein [1], 

there is an upper limit to the information in the universe contradicting the 

mathematical claim. So, it is physically not possible to encode infinite information 

into one qubit. Of course, this property of quantum computing could also be realised 

using probabilistic computing. The other, perhaps even more important, difference is 

entanglement. Entanglement is a purely quantum phenomenon that shows that two 

entangled qubits can no longer be treated independently.  

According to computation theory the mother of all computers is the Turing Machine 

[2]. So, what is more natural than transferring the idea to the domain of quantum 

computation? Benioff introduced in his work [3] the Quantum Turing Machine. 

Later, in 1982 Richard P. Feynman shared his ideas on Simulating Physics with 

computers in [4], where he argues that quantum phenomena can be simulated more 

efficiently using quantum computers. Actually, the fundamental works of quantum 

computation and quantum information theory opened up a new field of science. 

David Deutsch was the first to ask the question implicitly stated by Feynman, 

whether quantum computation facilitates the solving of problems faster when 

compared to classical computation [5]. Deutsch and Josza [6] showed in a 

straightforward example that quantum computation can be superior to classical 

computation with respect to time complexity. Bernstein, Vazirani and Simon 
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discussed problems for which the computational complexity is much better on the 

quantum computer compared to a classical computer [7][8]. Both problems involve 

finding constant values programmed into a subroutine in which the internal structure 

is not known.  In each case there is a significant speedup when quantum computation 

is used. 

An even better result is achieved with respect to time complexity in the solution to 

Simon‘s problem [8]. The complexity of the solution of Simon‘s problem in classical 

computation is super-polynomial, whereas the solution using quantum computing 

reduces to linear complexity. Simon‘s problem was an inspiration for the Shor‘s 

ground breaking factoring algorithm [9]. Prime number factorisation is one of the 

most challenging problems in classical computation.  As is well known, the super-

polynomial complexity of prime number factorisation is the basis of the security of 

public key cryptography. Shor‘s algorithm shows that prime number factorisation 

can be performed in polynomial time using quantum computation.  Public key 

encryption became important as the most vulnerable part of the encryption-

decryption process is the key sharing process in symmetric encryption. One of the 

first applications of Quantum Cryptography was the BB84 Quantum Key 

Distribution QKD protocol created by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard [10], 

proven to be unconditionally secure by Shor and Presskill [11]. This fundamental 

protocol is described in detail in Appendix A. Most QKD protocols are based on the 

properties of preparing and measuring quantum states. A different approach was 

proposed by Ekert [12], in order to distribute a secret key between parties using 

entangled particles.  Ekert‘s protocol exploits the famous Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen 

paradox [13][14] and generalized Bell‘s theorem [15][16] to ensure a safe key 

agreement between parties.  Several quantum key exchange algorithms have been 
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proposed and realized experimentally like [17][18][19].  Moreover, there have been 

many quantum commitment protocols proposed like [20][21][22] enabling parties to 

exchange decisions.  

These protocols ensure that after committing a decision by one party it cannot be 

changed before revealing it to the other party. Furthermore, there are many 

approaches for the establishment of quantum encryption algorithms based on the idea 

of quantum cryptography. We would like to refer to the quantum encryption 

algorithm proposed by Zhou et al [23] in 2006, where a classical plain-text message 

is encrypted using a quantum computational algorithm employing six quantum keys 

divided into four groups. Moreover, we would like to refer to the algorithms relying 

on a set of unitary operations applied to encrypt the plain-text [24][25][26]. Other 

encryption algorithms like [27] are relying on entanglement, where the entangled key 

is sent over a secure quantum channel. A generalisation of [27] is given by [28].  

Furthermore, in [25] a classical bit is encrypted using keys in a non-orthogonal 

quantum state, which was extended by [24] to a new quantum encryption algorithm. 

Zhou proposed a standard one-time pad encryption algorithm for classical messages 

without a pre-shared or stored key [29]. Cao and Liu improved Zhou et al‘s quantum 

encryption algorithm [23] by decreasing the number of used keys [26]. The recent 

literature on quantum encryption algorithms concentrate more on the enhancement of 

the classical encryption algorithms using quantum cryptographic principles and 

image processing [30][31][32][33][34][35]. 

One of the most interesting classical cryptographic protocols is three-pass protocol, 

the protocol first proposed by Shamir. Shamir did not publish his work, but it was 

described fully for the first time in Massey‘s article [36]. Yang et al [37] and 
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Kanamori et al [38][39] proposed the Quantum Three-Pass Protocol independently 

by transferring Shamir‘s original idea to the quantum domain. Although Kathyaini et 

al claim in [40], that the Quantum Three-Pass protocol is unconditionally secure, 

Svozil shows in his paper on Feasibility of the interlock protocol against man-in-the-

middle attacks on quantum cryptography [41], that the man-in-the-middle attack is 

always a potential threat to information exchange based on the no-cloning theorem. 

In chapter 4 we discuss the Quantum Three-Pass protocol and its security against 

classical and quantum attacks. We showed that the only potential attack method is 

the man-in-the-middle attack to the QTPP. Therefore, we propose in chapter 5 the 

enhanced Quantum Three-Pass Protocol, adding authentication over an agent called 

the Quantum Distribution Centre. The security analysis of the enhanced QTPP shows 

that additionally to all security features of the original QTPP, with the addition of 

authentication, the man-in-the-middle attack is eliminated. We also discuss the effect 

of noise on the quantum bit error rate of the enhanced QTPP. An example illustrates 

the working principle of the enhanced QTPP.  

The thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we give an overview of quantum 

mechanics and quantum computation theory, which are needed for the understanding 

of the thesis. In chapter 3, the original Quantum Three-Pass Protocol QTPP proposed 

Yang et al [37] and Kanamori et al [38][39] is reviewed and discussed in detail. The 

security analysis of the original QTPP is given in detail. Also, all possible attack 

methods are discussed individually in detail for the original QTPP algorithm. As a 

result, only the man-in-the-middle attack turned out to be a threat to the QTPP. In 

chapter 4, we present the enhanced QTPP based on authentication as discussed 

above. Chapter 5 closes the thesis with a summary. There are 4 Appendices at the 

end of this thesis. In Appendix A, the main concepts of quantum cryptography and 
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the BB84 protocol are reviewed. Appendix B, we review one of our contributions the 

modified BB84 key exchange protocol [30]. Appendix C, reviews the classical Hill-

cipher algorithm. Finally, the glossary is given in Appendix D. 
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Chapter 2 

PRELIMINARIES 

The Physics on the atomic shows different characteristics compared to the Physics 

we experience in our everyday‘s life, which is described by classical physics. 

Quantum mechanics is a deeply troubling scientific theory. It challenges some of our 

most basic notions about physical reality. Examples of some of the basic concepts in 

Quantum Mechanics are as following: 

 Quantum mechanics tells us that both the position and momentum of a 

particle can not be measured precisely simultaneously. This is known as 

Heisenberg‘s uncertainty principle.  

 The measurement apparatus becomes part of the system in the quantum 

domain, therefore the system changes when a measurement is conducted and 

the state of the system changes significantly.  

 In Newtonian mechanics the state of a particle is completely described by the 

position and momentum at any instant of time. Whereas, in Quantum 

Mechanics the state of a particle is completely described by the wave 

function. Thus, in classical mechanics the path the particle takes from A to B 

is known, but in Quantum Mechanics the information of the path is not 

directly accessible.  
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 Quantum Mechanics is inherently probabilistic. If we prepare two elementary 

particles in identical states and measure them, the results may be different for 

each particle.  

 Quantum entities may behave like particles or like waves. This is called, the 

wave-particle dualism. 

2.1  The Axioms of Quantum Mechanics 

The quantum mechanics is a comprehensive theory developed independently by the 

two famous physicists, Heisenberg and Schrödinger. 

 

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that we can never measure with perfect 

accuracy the two important physical quantities, describing the motion of a quantum 

particle, namely its position and momentum. If    denotes the accuracy of the 

measurement of the position and    denotes the accuracy of the measurement of the 

momentum in the one dimensional case, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle can be 

written as, 

 
       

 

 
  

(2.1) 

In classical mechanics, studies the motion and behaviour of objects by taking 

deterministic approach, according that if we know a certain set of quantities as well 

as all the forces involved we can predict the future position of the object. On the 

other hand in quantum mechanics completely different approach where Heisenberg 

uncertainty principle tell us that is impossible to know the exact position and 

momentum of an particle at any moment in time. Therefore, the quantum mechanics 

uses a statistical approach. Even through we cannot predict where any particle ends 
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up, we can determine the probability of finding the particle at a certain position at a 

certain instant of time.  

In classical mechanics, Newton‘s laws of motion and the conservation of energy are 

used to describe the motion and behaviour of systems. In quantum mechanics, which 

incorporates the wave particles duality of matter, the Schrödinger Equation takes the 

role of describing and predicting the behaviour of systems. 

 

The time independent Schrödinger Equation is given as: 

 
 ̂    ⃑       ⃑          ̂   

  

  
       ⃑   (2.2) 

Where  ̂ denotes the Hamiltonian operator, E is the eigenvalue of  ̂,    ⃑  can be 

interpreted as probability amplitude and     ⃑    is the probability density to find the 

particle at the position  ⃑. Since     ⃑   is interpreted as probability density, then the 

probability of finding a particle in the space should be exactly equal to one. So, every 

wave function describing the motion of a particle has to satisfy the normalization 

condition 

 

∫     ⃑       

  

  

  (2.3) 

The fundamental principles of quantum mechanics used throughout this thesis can be 

summarized as following: 

 The superposition principle explains that a system can take any of the 

possible states simultaneously with a certain probability until it is measured.  

 The measurement principle tells us how measuring a particle changes its 

state, and how much information we can access from a particle.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamiltonian_(quantum_mechanics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operator_(physics)
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 The unitary evolution axiom governs how the state of the quantum system 

evolves in time.  

 The no-cloning theorem tells us that an unknown quantum state can not be 

cloned. 

In this chapter, we will review the basic axioms of quantum mechanics and quantum 

computation, forming the basis of this thesis. First, we would like to introduce the 

Dirac notation, which is a very convenient an abstract description method in 

quantum mechanics.   

2.2  Dirac Notation 

P.A.M. Dirac introduced the so-called Bra-Ket notation in his paper [42] to facilitate 

a coordinate free and abstract description of a quantum state.  

Let      be a vector in the m-dimensional complex vector space. Then the Ket-

vector     represents the m-dimensional complex column vector   as,  

 

     (

  

  

 
  

) (2.4) 

The adjoined (complex conjugate and transpose) vector of the Ket-vector     is the 

so-called Bra-vector ⟨   with, 

    
 
 ⟨      

    
      

    (2.5) 

Representing the vector. The inner product of the vectors         can then be easily 

written in the following form: 
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⟨         
    

      
   (

  

  

 
  

)    
      

         
    (2.6) 

Let     be a quantum state in an N dimensional complex vector space, and let 

{                 } be an orthonormal basis of this vector space, then the state 

    can be described as the superposition of the basis states as following: 

Then the inner product of     with itself is, 

 
⟨     ∑   

 ⟨  

   

   

∑       

   

   

∑   
   

   

   
   

⟨     ∑    
  

   

   

 (2.8) 

With, 

 
⟨          (2.9) 

Now we can use the same tools to write the inner product of any two states,     and 

   , where 

 
    ∑       

 

 (2.10) 

Their inner product is, 

 
⟨     ∑   

 
     ⟨       ∑   

    . (2.11) 

Notice that there is no reason for the inner product of two states to be real (unless 

they are the same state), and that 

 
⟨      ⟨         (2.12) 

 

    ∑       

   

   

(

  
  

 
    

) (2.7) 
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In this way, a bra vector may be considered as a ―functional.‖ We feed it a ket, and it 

spits out a complex number. 

2.3  The Superposition Principle 

Consider a system with   distinguishable (classical) states. For example, the electron 

in an atom is only allowed to be in one of a discrete set of energy levels, starting with 

the ground state, the first excited state, the second excited state, and so on. If we 

assume a suitable upper bound on the total energy, then the electron is restricted to 

being in one of n different energy levels, the ground state or one of       excited 

state. As a classical system, we might use the state of this system to store a number 

between 0 and      . The superposition principle says that if a quantum system can 

be in one of n states then it can also be placed in a linear superposition of these states 

with complex probability amplitudes. 

Let us introduce some notation. We denote the ground state of our  -state system by 

   , and the successive excited states by            . These are the   possible 

distinct states of the electron. The superposition principle tells us that, in general, the 

quantum state of the electron is                        , where 

             are complex numbers normalized so that ∑ |  |
 

        is called 

the amplitude of the state    .   

The superposition principle is one of the most ambiguous aspects about quantum 

physics. One way to think about a superposition is that the electron does not make up 

its mind about whether it is in the ground state or each of the       excited states, 

and the amplitude    is a measure of its mind towards the ground state. Of course we 

cannot think of    as the probability that an electron is in the ground state,    can be 
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negative or imaginary. The measurement principle makes this interpretation of    

more precise. Where, when we measure the system, we disturb the state so when we 

are not looking, the electron is in the superposition of ground and excited. But as 

soon as we measure it, it quickly makes up its mind and it goes into either ground or 

excited with certain probabilities. And this is the reason why we wanted the state to 

be normalized, because these probabilities must add up to 1. 

2.4  Hilbert Space 

Hilbert space is an infinite dimensional inner product space in which mathematical 

functions take the place of points, crucial to the place of quantum mechanics and its 

application. Mathematically, the Hilbert space is a real or complex inner product 

space, for example the Hilbert space for finite dimension include, 

 The real numbers    with ⟨     the vector dot product of u and v. 

 The complex numbers    with ⟨     the vector dot product of u and 

complex conjugate of v.  

An example of an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is   , the set of all functions 

         such that the integral of    over the whole real line is finite. In this 

case, the inner product is, ⟨     ∫           
  

  
. 

2.5  The Measurement Principle (Projective Measurement) 

A quantum state is generally given in linear superposition      ∑      
   
   . The 

measurement of the state     in the basis {               } will return the state  

    in one of the basis states     with the probability |  |
 
. 

One important aspect of the measurement process is that it alters the state of the 

quantum system; the effect of the measurement is that the new state is exactly the 

outcome of the measurement. It means if the outcome of the measurement is    , then 

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Infinite.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Set.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Function.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Integral.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/RealLine.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Finite.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/InnerProduct.html
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following the measurement, the qubit is in state    . This implies that you cannot 

collect any additional information about the amplitudes    by repeating the 

measurement. 

2.6  Single Qubit 

Qubits or quantum bits are basic building blocks that involve all fundamental 

quantum phenomena. They provide a mathematically simple framework in which to 

introduce the basic concepts of quantum physics. Qubits are two states quantum 

systems. A qubit can be either in the state     or in the state     or in a superposition 

state           . The state of a qubit can be written as a column vector (
 
 )      

or in Dirac notation as, 

 
               with       and            , (2.13) 

This linear superposition                is part of the private world of the 

quantum particle. In order to find out the quantum particles state a measurement has 

to be carried out. Making a measurement gives us a single classical bit of 

information 0 or 1. The simplest measurement is in the standard basis, and measuring 

    in this {       } basis yields 0 with probability     , and 1 with probability     .  

One important aspect of the measurement process is that it alters the state of the 

qubit: the effect of the measurement is that the new state is exactly the outcome of 

the measurement. It means if the outcome of the measurement of                

yields 0, then following the measurement, the qubit is       This implies that you 

cannot collect any additional information about     by repeating the measurement. 
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More generally, we may choose any orthogonal basis {       } and measure the 

qubit in that basis. To do this, we rewrite our state in that basis,  = ′ +  ′  . The 

outcome of     with probability      , and     with probability      .  If the outcome 

of the measurement on     yields    , then as before, the qubit is then state    . 

2.7  Two qubits 

Now let us examine a system of two qubits of a two state system. In order to describe 

all possible states of this system, we have to set first the basis. The basis for the 

description of a 2 qubit system is given as {                   }. Analogously to the 

one qubit system any state in this 2 qubit system can be described by the 

superposition of the basis vectors, therefore any two qubit system can be written as, 

 
                                     (2.14) 

where           ∑ |   |
 
       

2.7.1 Tensor Product System 

Tensor Product is used to describe a system that is made up of multiple independent 

subsystems. So let's imagine that we have a system of two qubits, and let's say that 

our first qubit is in this state,  

                 

and the second qubit is in this state, 

                 

then the state of the composite system is a superposition 

 
                                           . (2.15) 

These states are in       , which is a subspace of   . The physical interpretation 

of the tensor product state as given in equation (2.15) is that the particles are 
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independently in the states     and    , which are single qubit states. This means 

that any single qubit operation on one of the states does not affect the other state. 

Therefore, we can identify if the system is a system of two independent qubits, i.e. it 

can be represented as a tensor product of two qubits or if the system is an entangled 

system of two qubits described in the following section. 

2.7.2 Entanglement  

Entanglement it is a fundamental quantum phenomenon occurs in systems of two or 

more particles, and it's one of the basic features of quantum mechanics that's 

exploited in quantum computation.  

Let us now consider a state             , where     is one of the Bell 

states, ,
 

√ 
           

 

√ 
           

 

√ 
            

 

√ 
           - , which 

play an important role in quantum computation. Without loss of generality, let  

 
    

 

√ 
            

(2.16) 

In order to check if           we have to try decompose this 2 qubit state into a 

product of two one qubit states as following:  

                            

So the product state becomes then, 

                                       (2.17) 

So now comparing coefficients in the equations (2.16) and (2.17), leads us to four 

equations with four unknowns that have to be fulfilled simultaneously, namely 

     
 

√ 
                    

 

√ 
. The solution of this set of equations is 

gives an empty set, i.e. there is no solution. Therefore, the state     cannot be 

decomposed it into a tensor product.  We say the two qubits are inherently entangled 

with each other. When the two qubits are entangled, we cannot determine the state of 
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each qubit individually without affecting the second state. The state of the qubits has 

as much to do with the relationship of the two qubits as it does with their individual 

states. 

2.8  Operations on Quantum Bits 

Qubits are stored in quantum mechanical systems, such as the nuclear spins of atoms, 

or superconductor, or polarization of photons, etc. Quantum gates can be applied to 

selected qubits in an n-qubits register and modify the values of the register. The 

quantum gate can be represented as a matrix operator. As we are dealing with a 

probabilistic system, the operations preserve the norm of the system, and therefore 

the determinant of the matrix should be one. E.g. unitary matrices comply with this 

condition. Furthermore, unitary operators satisfy the relationship        where I is 

the identity. All operations on a qubit, represented by the unitary operator, are 

reversible, because unitary operators have an inverse, with       . 

Let U be a general unitary operator in a one qubit system 

 
      ⟨       ⟨       ⟨       ⟨   , (2.18) 

be applied to the state               . 

The application of a gate U to a qubit in the state                yields to,  

       [    ⟨       ⟨       ⟨       ⟨  ]           

                            
(2.19) 

The state of the qubit after the application of the operator is now in the state,  

 
                             . (2.20) 

In the following we introduce the most important quantum gates from the point of 

view of this thesis. 
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2.9  Single Qubit Gates 

The single quantum gate will take one qubit as input. So what comes in is a wire, 

which is carrying a qubit of information. And then, the single quantum gate performs 

some unitary transformation on this qubit and outputs a transformed qubit, which is 

in this new state. The most important representatives of single quantum operators are 

Hadamard –, X–, Y–, Z–, phase shift –, identity –, and measurement operator. These 

operators (gates) are discussed in the following.  

 2.9.1 Hadamard Gate 

The Hadamard gate acts on a single qubit. It is a very important gate in quantum 

computation. It maps the computational basis {       } to the so-called  Hadamard 

basis  ,
       

√ 
 
       

√ 
-. The Hadmard gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well 

as in the matrix form as: 

 
  

 

√ 
[   ⟨      ⟨      ⟨      ⟨  ]  

 

√ 
*
  
   

+. (2.21) 

The symbol of Hadamard gate is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Symbol of Hadamard gate. 

 

 2.9.2 X Gate 

The Pauli-X gate acts on a single qubit. It is equivalent to the NOT gate. It maps     

to     and     to      The X-gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well as in the 

matrix form as 
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  [   ⟨      ⟨  ]  *

  
  

+  (2.22) 

Figure 2 shows the graphical symbol of the gate. 

 

Figure 2. Symbol of X gate 

2.9.3 Y Gate 

The Pauli-Y gate acts on a single qubit. It maps     to i    and     to −i   .  The Y-

gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well as in the matrix form as, 

 
  [    ⟨       ⟨  ]  *

   
  

+. (2.23) 

Figure 3 shows the graphical symbol of the gate. 

 

Figure 3: Symbol of Y gate. 

2.9.4 Z Gate 

The Pauli-Z gate acts on a single qubit. It leaves the state     unchanged and it maps 

    to     . The Z-gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well as in the matrix 

form as, 

 
  [   ⟨      ⟨  ]  *

  
   

+  (2.24) 

Figure 4 shows the graphical symbol of the gate. 
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Figure 4: Symbol of Z gate. 

2.9.5 Phase Shift Gate 

The phase shift gate acts on a single qubit. It leaves the state     unchanged and it 

maps     to          The phase shift gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well 

as in the matrix form as, 

 
     [   ⟨        ⟩⟨  ]  *

  
    +  (2.25) 

Figure 5 shows the graphical symbol of the gate. 

 

Figure 5: Symbol of the phase shift gate. 

2.9.6 Identity Gate 

The identity gate acts on a single qubit. It leaves the state     and state    unchanged. 

The identity gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well as in the matrix form 

as, 

 
  [   ⟨      ⟨  ]  *

  
  

+  (2.26) 

Figure 6 shows the graphical symbol of the gate. 

 

Figure 6: Symbol of the identity gate. 
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2.9.7 Measurement Gate 

A measurement gate performs the measurement of the qubit‘s state. It leaves the 

qubit in the state corresponding to the result.  Figure 7 presents the measurement gate 

symbol. 

 

Figure 7: Symbol of the measurement gate. 

2.10 Multi Qubits Gates 

The multi quantum gate will take two qubits or more as input. And then, the multi 

quantum gate performs some unitary transformation on these qubits and outputs the 

same number of qubits, which are now in the new states. The most important 

representatives of multi quantum gates are the Controlled-NOT gate, the SWAP gate, 

and Toffoli gate. All these gates and their mathematical representations will be 

shown in the following.  

2.10.1 Controlled-NOT Gate 

The Controlled-NOT (C-NOT) gate acts on two qubits. One is the control qubit and 

the second is the target qubit, depending on the control bit the target bit is changed, 

where only when the control bit is     the target bit will be changed, and otherwise 

the target qubit will remain unchanged. It maps the basic states as following: 
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Then the C-NOT gate can be represented in Dirac notation as well as in the matrix 

form as, 

       [    ⟨        ⟨        ⟨        ⟨   ]

 *

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

+  
(2.27) 

Figure 8 shows the graphical symbol of the gate. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Symbol of the C-NOT gate. 

2.10.2 SWAP Gate 

The SWAP gate acts on two qubits. It swaps two qubits. The SWAP gate can be 

represented in Dirac notation as well as in the matrix form as, 

      [    ⟨        ⟨        ⟨        ⟨   ]

 *

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

+  
(2.28) 

Figure 9 shows the graphical symbols of the gate. 

 

Figure 9: Symbol of the SWAP gate. 

The SWAP gate can be also constructed by three C-NOT gates as shown in Figure 9. 
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2.10.3 Toffoli Gate 

The Toffoli gate is a two controlled NOT. It acts on three qubits two controls qubits 

and one target qubit. Only the state of a target qubit is flipped depending on the 

states of both control qubits. The gate matrix is: 

 

  

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  ]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  (2.29) 

The representation of the gate matrix as Dirac notations is: 

   [     ⟨          ⟨          ⟨          ⟨     

     ⟨          ⟨          ⟨          ⟨    ], 
(2.30) 

In Figure 10 shows the symbol of Toffoli gate. A NOT gate with any number of 

control. 

 

 

Figure 10: The symbol of Toffoli gate. 

2.11 No-Cloning Theorem  

The no-cloning theorem is one of the most important theorems in quantum 

computation showing that it is impossible to create identical copies of an arbitrary 

unknown state. It was presented by Wootters and Zurek [43] and Dieks [44] in 1982, 

and has deep implications for quantum computation and quantum cryptography. It 

also plays a central role in our proposed algorithm. According to Asher Peres and 

David Kaiser [45][46], the publication of the no-cloning theorem was prompted by a 
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proposal from Nick Herbert [47] for a device using quantum entanglement. A review 

of quantum cloning is given in [48]. 

In this thesis, the no-cloning theorem plays an important role as it shows that known 

classical and quantum attack methods that are discussed in the following chapter can 

be prevented. The no-cloning theorem usually implies two quantum states either 

identical or orthogonal if we allow a cloning to be on two quantum states by using 

unitary operator U that represents the time evolution operator and the copier. So 

assume we have a quantum system A, and it has quantum state      and we want 

copy this state, therefore we assume another quantum system B with the same state 

space and initial state        Then the copier should act as following: 

 
            

 
               (2.31) 

Now, we select two an arbitrary states      and      drawn from the Hilbert space. 

Let us consider the inner product of them because U is unitary and it preserves the 

inner product. 

 
 ⟨   ⟨            ⟨   ⟨    

             ⟨   ⟨             (2.32) 

Thus, 

 
⟨      ⟨     ⟨       (2.33) 

By omitting subscripts A and B, we have,  

 
⟨      ⟨       (2.34) 

This implies that either ⟨           ⟨       , so we obtain either     is 

identical to     or     is orthogonal to    . However, this cannot be the case for two 

arbitrary states. Therefore the opponent or the universal copier U cannot clone a 
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general quantum state. Since the opponent does not know the sender state, it is not 

possible to clone the sender quantum state. 

Looking at it in this way we can conclude that the no-cloning theorem intuitively 

follows the uncertainty principle because the opponent who wants to clone any 

arbitrary unknown state would have to be able to measure the state, and hence 

disturb the state based on the uncertainty theorem. This means that the opponent will 

not know anything about the initial state of the system and any attempt by an 

opponent to grab information will lead to a disturbance, which can be discovered 

later by the sender and receiver. The no-cloning theorem represents the main idea of 

the security of the quantum encryption algorithm. This will be abundantly clear when 

classical and quantum attacks are discussed later. 

2.12 Summary 

In this Chapter we presented information about the quantum mechanics and quantum 

computations essential to understand the thesis. We presented a very simple and a 

new, direct method of learning quantum mechanics. And this is going to be in terms 

of the building blocks of quantum computation, qubits and quantum gates. So this 

new way of looking at quantum mechanics also emphasizes the most paradoxical 

features of quantum mechanics, and it is some of these paradoxical features that are 

used most prominently in quantum computing. At the end of the Chapter we 

presented a non-cloning theorem. 
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Chapter 3 

QUANTUM THREE-PASS PROTOCOL (QTPP) 

This chapter describes a new quantum protocol, which is a quantum three-pass 

protocol QT PP.  In section 4.1 we introduce the fundamental parts of the classical 

protocol as put forward by Shamir [36]. In section 4.2 we review the details of the 

Quantum-Three-Pass-Protocol according to Yang et al [37].  Section 4.3 illuminates 

the differences between the classical three-pass protocol and the quantum three-pass 

protocol. In Section 4.4 we discuss the security of the well known classical and 

quantum three pass protocols. Finally, we summarize the chapter in 4.5. 

3.1 Classical Three-Pass Protocol (TPP) 

One of the most interesting classical cryptographic protocols is three-pass protocol, 

the protocol proposed by Shamir, Shamir did not publish his work, but it was 

described fully for the first time in Massey‘s article [36]. The protocol is used in 

many applications [49][50][51][52][53]. The protocol declares that privacy can be 

obtained with no advance distribution of secret keys or public keys. In this protocol 

the sender and receiver use the same encryption algorithm   , where E denotes the 

encryption algorithm and K denotes the key. This encryption algorithm is 

commutative with respect to the order of the usage of keys. Mathematically this can 

be expressed as 

 EKS (EKR (P)) = EKR (EKS (P)), (3.1) 
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where    denotes the key of the sender and    denotes the key of the receiver. This 

means that the result of a dual encryption is the same whether the receiver is first 

encrypted    or    or vice versa. 

The classical Three-Pass Protocol is illustrated step by step in the following: 

 The sender and receiver randomly select their own private secret keys,    and 

  , respectively. 

 The sender sends a secret plain-text P to the receiver, the sender encrypts P with 

the senders key   , and then sends the resulting cipher-text C1 to the receiver. 

          
     (3.2) 

 Then the receiver receives    and encrypts    with the receivers key   . The 

receiver sends the resulting cipher-text    back to the sender. 

 C2 = EKR (C1) = EKR (EKS (P)). (3.3) 

 When the sender receives C2, he decrypts C2 with the senders key   . Because 

of the commutative property in equation (3.1), this removes the previous 

encryption by    and the result is, 

         

  
 
     

     
          

        
     

          
     (3.4) 

Then, the sender sends C3 back to the receiver.  

 When the receiver receives C3, he decrypts C3 with the receiver key    to obtain 

the plain-text P that the sender has successfully sent. 
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In summary, the plain-text is delivered in a two-box securely to a receiver, the 

receiver using two keys to open the two-box without sharing keys to open the two-

box, all the procedure for the classical three pass protocol are shown in following 

Figure 11. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Classical Three-Pass Protocol. 

3.2 Quantum Three-Pass Protocol (QTPP) 

In recent years, the three-pass protocol TPP has been widely used in many 

applications in cryptography. The quantum three-pass protocol is a new addition to 

the protocols of the quantum cryptography protocol and depends mainly on Shamir‘s 

three-pass protocol in classical cryptography [36]. Later, similar versions of the 

QTPP were presented in various articles [37][38][39]. A feature of this protocol is 

that it uses only the quantum channel unlike the other quantum protocols that use the 

quantum channel and the classical channel. Part of the procedure of this protocol is 

using the photon as a qubit; therefore each classical bit is encrypted to the quantum 

bit. After the classical bit is encoded to the photon, the polarization for the photon is 

rotated by an angle θ, which is selected arbitrarily for each of the qubits. The rotation 

operation is represented as: 

      (
        
         

) 

          ⟨            ⟨            ⟨            ⟨   

(3.5) 
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This operation can be considered as encryption and the angle θ represents the 

encryption key, while the rotation operation by the angle −θ can be considered as 

decryption. In the quantum three pass protocol there is no shared key between the 

sender and receiver, the sender generates its own secret     where            

       for each session. And the receiver generates her/his own secret key     

where                  for each session. It is impossible for the opponent to 

discover these keys. For n-qubits, the key for the sender and the receiver changed 

with each qubit, this key and its inverse are used for encryption and decryption.  

Therefore the new key will block any data related to the key and the information 

from being infiltrated. Now, if it we assume that the plain-text P is a single photon 

encrypted to the qubit as      , the sender and receiver generate their own keys, 

the key of the sender is     and key of the receiver is    . The sender encrypts the 

plain-text P with its generation key as in the following: 

     
 

[ ]                                                (3.6) 

where     
 denotes the encryption of the plain-text P with    , resulting is the 

superposition state     . 

The receiver receives the photon in      and encrypts it with its own key as in the 

following: 

Where      is a superposition state.  The receiver sends      back to the sender. The 

sender receives      and decrypts it by using the angle    by applying the rotation 

operation with the angle     resulting in the state      as 

    
 

[    
 

[ ]]             

                                             

(3.7) 
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*    
 

[    
 

[ ]]+      
 

[ ]              

                                

(3.8) 

Where     
 is the decryption operation with the angle    . Then, the sender sends 

the resulting message      back to the receiver. The receiver gets      and decrypts 

it by using the angle     to retrieve the original plain-text P     that the sender has 

sent. 

      

 

[     
[ ]]                   (3.9) 

Finally, the receiver has the plain-text       The whole procedure of the protocol is 

shown in Figure 12.  

 

 

 

Figure 12: Quantum Three-Pass Protocol Procedure.  

3.3 Security Analysis of QTPP 

3.3.1 Cipher-Text-Only Attack 

A cipher-text only attack can only be conducted if the cipher-text is in an orthogonal 

state, otherwise any measurement will collapse the cipher-text state into one of the 

basis states. As the plain text massage      {       } , the rotation    
, also 

rotates the computational basis and the cipher-text          
    , will be 

orthogonal in the rotated computational basis. Therefore, if the  opponent tries 

to intercept the cipher-text, he can only be successful if the rotation angle    is 

known, otherwise the cipher-text, also subject to the no-cloning theorem can not be 

copied. Analogously, this fact applies to the further steps of the protocol, i.e. the 
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cipher-text               , can only be intercepted if the angles    and    are 

known, etc. The probability of a successful retrieval of the cipher-text is based on the 

size of the angle space. So if the angle space has the size n, then the probability in 

case of equally distributed angles of retrieving the cipher-text is 
 

 
. Keeping in mind 

that the opponent has only one chance for the measurement, it will be sufficient to 

make the key space sufficiently big, that this kind of attack will be statistically 

irrelevant. Obviously, this attack method has to be considered in the context with the 

man in the middle attack, because retrieving the information is equivalent to 

measurement. Therefore, all problems discussed in the man-in-the middle attack 

appear here as well.  

3.3.2 Known-Plain-Text and Chosen-Plain-Text Attack 

These strategies are not reasonable as the cipher-text can only be retrieved without 

any loss, if the angles are known. So, the argumentation for retrieving the cipher-text 

is the same as in the previous section. An analysis of the plain text, known fully or 

partially, is then in this case obsolete, as the angles have to be known already in 

advance to retrieve the cipher-text. 

3.3.3 Individual Particle Attack 

The opponent tries to intercept each sender state independently by joining the 

intercepted state with its own state (either tensor product state of the sender state and 

a known state or entangled state by both states). This type of attack is known as an 

individual particle attack [55]. It is regarded as a significant type of attack because 

the opponent applies a unitary operation on this joint state without changing the 

original state sent by the sender. Therefore, neither the sender nor the receiver will be 

aware of it.  For example in our QTPP we have three transmitted states (i.e., Sender 

→ Receiver, Receiver → Sender, Sender → Receiver). E.g. if the opponent applies 
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C-Not gate between the sender and receiver, where the control bit is the transmitted 

state; for instance,     and the target is the opponent state; for instance,     then the 

state for the opponent will not change and he will conclude the sender state is     

and vice versa. But in our case this is not possible because all the three sender 

state     ,      and      are superposition so even with an attack of this kind, the 

opponent cannot get the plain-text because the opponent needs to measure this state 

in a chosen basis which will leave the state in the one of the basis states with a 

certain probability, i.e. the opponent will get a random state and the key angle is 

unknown.  

3.3.4 Intercept-Resend Attack 

Let us assume that an opponent intercepts the transmitted photon from the sender. 

After a measurement of the photon, opponent resends it to receiver. This attack 

cannot break the protocol because the opponent cannot obtain the original state 

without knowing the key angle. 

For example, let us assume the sender transmits a quantum state     with rotation by 

θ =     (i.e., represented as                                . If the opponent 

intercepts the state    , unknown to opponent, and measures it in a horizontal-

vertical polarization base, the opponent will get zero or one with a probability of 

50%. In our protocol, the angles    for each bit are chosen randomly. Therefore, the 

opponent will get zero or one randomly on the average when he measures the 

sequence of polarized photons. Since half of opponent‘s measured data may be 

correct because     is     or     anyway, if the opponent resends the measured 

results to Bob, the transmission error rate (incorrect data/all data) will rise to 50 %. 

Thus, we can easily detect the existence of an opponent. 
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3.3.5 Trojan-Horse Attack 

According to the usage of different keys in the QTPP which are the angles used for 

encryption, we have different quantum cipher-texts.  Therefore, the Trojan- horse 

attack is not efficient even if the opponent can sneak into the encryption system 

because of the non-orthogonally of different quantum cipher-text states with the 

original computational basis. 

3.3.6 Man-in-the-middle attack 

The man-in-the middle attack can affect the quantum channel. In Quantum Three-Pass 

Protocol the opponent can pretend to be the receiver to sender or vice-versa. The 

opponent receives the states from the sender but resends similar but fake states back to 

the receiver. He continues with this tactical procedure until he disables the QTPP (i.e. 

Sender→ opponent → Receiver, Receiver → opponent → Sender, Sender → opponent 

→ Receiver) as following in the Figure 13.  
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Figure 13: Quantum Three Pass Protocol under Man in the Middle Attack 

Instead of       the opponent selects      
  (which is also commutative) and fakes a 

response which looks similar to what receiver would have done. The opponent pretends 

as sender to receiver with the transformation     
  , which is commutative to       

and instead of plain-text message P sends a gibberish F. So, from interaction with 

sender he acquires value P and sends a junk F to receiver and hence disables the 

protocol. 

Let us first consider the interaction of sender and opponent. The sender wants to send 

plain-text letter P to the receiver. 

                (3.10) 
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The opponent receives      and generates its fake own angle    
, by using equation 

(4.5) he compute fake     : 

           
       (3.11) 

The resulting state fake      is sent back to the sender. The sender receives and 

decrypts it by rotating it with the angle    . 

The sender computes      by using equation (4.5) and sends it back again as follows: 

                  (3.12) 

The opponent gets      and decrypts it by rotating with the angle     
, by using 

equation (4.5). Then the opponent has the sender state as follows: 

           
       (3.13) 

For example, if the sender wants send letter P to the receiver and the opponent sends 

instead of P the fake letter B, where the first qubit state is    . After that the sender 

encrypts it by using a self-generated angle. For instance, if the sender uses         , 

we can calculate the state      using (4.5) as: 

|          |                             

The opponent receives      and generates its fake own angle.  The opponent use 

   
      , and by using equation (4.5) he compute     : 

                                                 

                           

The resulting state      is sent back to the sender. The sender receives and decrypts it 

by rotating it back with the angle          . 

The sender computes      by using        as in equation (4.5) and sends it back again 

as follows: 
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The opponent gets      and decrypts it by rotating it back with the angle    
 

     using equation (4.5). Then the opponent has the first sender state as follows: 

                                       

The sender sends the rest of the quantum bits as shown in the following table 1. 
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Table 1: The opponent communicates with the sender and break letter "P". 

 

Sender 

State 
           

 Fake (    )      
Receiver 

state  
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At the same time, the opponent communicates with the receiver and sends the fake 

state, where fake state is    . After that the opponent encrypts it by using a fake self-

generated angle    
, the fake state      received by the receiver, becomes: 

           
      (3.14) 

The receiver receives the fake      and generates its own angle   . Then the state sent 

by the receiver yields to     : 

                 (3.15) 

The resulting state      is sent back to the opponent. The opponent receives and 

decrypts it by rotating it back with the angle     
. 

The opponent computes fake      by using        
  as in equation (4.5) and sends it 

back again to the receiver as follows: 

            
       (3.16) 

The receiver gets fake      and decrypts it by rotating it back with the angle     using 

equation (4.5). Then the receiver has the fake state     as follows: 

                 (3.17) 

Let us now give a concrete numerical example. Let the opponent send the fake letter 

―B‖ to the receiver, where the first qubit state is    . After that the opponent encrypts it 

by using a fake self-generated angle         , the state      received by the 

receiver, becomes: 

                                            

The receiver receives      and generates its own angle      . Then the state sent by 

the receiver yields to     : 
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The resulting state      is sent back to the opponent. The opponent receives and 

decrypts it by rotating it back with the angle    
        . 

The opponent computes      by using       
  (4.5) and sends it back again to the 

receiver as follows: 

                                                      

                         

The receiver gets      and decrypts it by rotating it back with the angle        using 

(4.5). Then the receiver has the first fake state as follows: 

                                    

The opponent sends the rest of the fake quantum bits as shown in the following table 2. 
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Table 2: The opponent communicates with the receiver and sends fake letter "B". 

 

 

Fake 

state 
   

 Fake (    )         Fake (    ) 
Receiver 

fake state  
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3.4 Difference between Classical Three-Pass protocol (TPP) and 

Quantum Three-Pass Protocol (QTPP) 

The difference between Classical Three-Pass protocol and Quantum Three-Pass 

Protocol are listed in table 3. 

Table 3: Difference between classical three-Pass protocol and quantum three-pass 
protocol. 
 

Classical Three-Pass Protocol Quantum Three-Pass Protocol 

1.Based on the mathematical computation. 1.  Based on the concepts of 

mathematical computation and quantum 

mechanics. 
2. The protocol realized by utilizing 
discrete algorithm problem and by X-OR 
operation. 

2.  The protocol realized by using a 
photon as a qubit. 

3. All the information is either 0 or 1 state. 3. The information is either            or 
superposition state            . 

4. The transmission is via classical 
channel where a classical channel is a 
connection channel, which can carry only 
classical information. 

4. The transmission is via quantum 
channel where a quantum channel is a 
channel, which can carry quantum 
information, as well as classical 
information. 

5.  The security of transmissions 
classical data is infeasible since opponent 
can easily save the transmitted data and 
analyze them. 

5. The security of transmissions is 
feasible and higher since opponent 
cannot clone the transmitted state and 
then analyze them because all the 
information is based on quantum 
physics. 

 

3.5  Main Properties of QTPP 

The quantum three-pass protocol is distinguished from other quantum protocols by 

some features. These are as follows: 

 One of its most important characteristics that the protocol uses only a quantum 

channel unlike the other quantum protocols, which use a classical channel and a 

quantum channel. For instance, BB84 uses both a classical and a quantum 

channel for the transmission.  
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 The QTPP does not need a shared key between the sender and receiver. Both of 

them generate their own secret keys for each session. 

 The quantum state that QTPP shares between the sender and receiver is always a 

superposition and it is unfeasible to break this state without corrupted based on 

the no-cloning theorem [43]. 

 The QTPP guarantees the security and the confidentiality of communication 

[55]. 

 The opponent can be discovered more easily in the QTPP protocol compared to 

other quantum protocols like BB84, because attacks against the QTPP increases 

the bit error rate up to 50% [56]. 

3.6  Summary 

This chapter presents the quantum three-pass protocol QTPP. This protocol depends 

on an extension of the classical three-pass protocol TPP to the quantum domain and 

the concepts of quantum physics as well. The QTPP protocol is different from the 

other quantum protocols in that it uses all transmitted data, for deterministic quantum 

key distribution and for secure data transmission. The main properties of the protocol 

are discussed and it is clear that this protocol distinguishes itself from the rest of the 

quantum protocols in many of its characteristics and features. 

The security analysis of this protocol is discussed in details and we conclude that the 

protocol is secure against all the classical and quantum attack except the man-in-the 

middle attack. In the next chapter we introduce a modified QTPP that is resistant to 

the man-in-the-middle attack, as well to all other mentioned attack methods.   
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Chapter 4 

ENHANCEMENT OF THE QTPP BASED ON THE 

HYBRID CRYPTOSYSTEM 

In this chapter we present in section 5.1 how the man-in-the-middle attack can be 

prevented by extending QTPP by adding a two security layers algorithms, forming a 

quantum-classical hybrid protocol. First layer represented as a classical algorithm to 

encrypted and decrypted plain-text message using one of the classical cryptography 

algorithms [54]. After encrypting the plain-text message using classical algorithms, 

the encrypted plain-text message will be transferred into qubits. Let us assume that 

qubits are physically realized by photons. Then, the polarization of each photon is 

rotated by an angle θ, which is selected arbitrarily for each qubit. Second layer 

represented as a quantum authentication algorithm where the sender and receiver 

communicate with the quantum distribution centre QDC to authenticate the 

transmission of the quantum three-pass protocol QTPP. Section 5.2 shows how the 

algorithm works illustrating the process using a simple example. The security of this 

algorithm is analysed in detail in section 5.3, the noise of the modified protocol 

discussed in section 5.4. Finally, we summarize this chapter in section 5.5. 

4.1 Description of The Proposed Hybrid Cryptosystem Scheme to 

Enhance The QTPP 

In our proposed protocol, we modified the quantum three-pass protocol by proposing 

a hybrid cryptosystem authentication to enhance the security of the QTPP. The idea 

of the hybrid cryptosystem against the main-in-the middle attacks is summarized in 

Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: The idea of the hybrid cryptosystem 
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The hybrid cryptosystem consists of two security layers, first security layer is a 

classical algorithm to encrypt the plain-text message before transmitting by the 

QTPP, Indeed this work is part form our proposed algorithm that we proposed in 

[54]. 

Second security layer is a quantum authentication algorithm to authenticate the 

QTPP before transmitting the encrypted message and to eliminate the man-in-the 

middle attack. The procedure of the modified QTPP is as follows.  

[1] First of all, the sender encrypts the plain-text message by using one of the 

classical cryptography e.g. (Hill-cipher algorithm, DES, 3DES, AES and etc.) 

where the plain-text message label as                , the sender and 

receiver agree on the classical key    using modified BB84 protocol which is 

our proposed in [30] (see Appendix B), and then the sender implements the 

algorithm and encrypts the plain-text message as follows. 

    
[  ]   (4.1) 

where E denotes the encryption algorithm. 

[2] Each letter in the encrypted plain-text message EP is converted to the binary 

code. After the conversion of the letters to the binary code, all the information 

will be transferred into quantum bits, resulting in the state       as in [54]. 

[3] The sender and the receiver communicate with a third party, which is 

represented by the Quantum Distribution Centre QDC, which works as the 

central authority for authentication. The sender and the receiver communicate 

with the QDC via quantum channels and therefore the exchange of information 

between sender and QDC and receiver and QDC is done by using qubits and we 

denote as      to express the conversion of classical bits to quantum bits. After 
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the QDC receives the information, it converts the quantum bits to classical bits, 

processes it, and transforms it again into qubits before transmission. 

[4] The sender and the receiver negotiate first the encryption keys        and 

       respectively with the QDC using the modified BB84 protocol [30] (see 

Appendix B). These keys ensure the secure communication between sender-

QDC and receiver-QDC. The sender requests from the QDC the nonce of the 

sender   , the nonce of the receiver   , and the session key between sender and 

receiver     .  

[5] The QDC distributes a message to the sender and receiver with the sender‘s 

nonce, receiver‘s nonce and the session key      between the sender and the 

receiver. The message to the sender is encrypted as follows, 

  (       
[          ])   (4.2) 

The message to the receiver is encrypted using the algorithm and the same 

information but with the key       .  

  (       
[          ])   (4.3) 

[6] Now, the QTPP will be applied to transfer the secret information securely where 

the sender and the receiver start authenticate the communication channel against 

a man in the middle attack following with the quantum encrypted plain-text 

message      .   

 

[7] For the first pass of the Quantum Three Pass Protocol the sender generates his 

session key    
, represented as an rotation angle, and encrypts the information 

to be transmitted securely alongside with the sender nonce    after encrypted 

with the session key     . Then, the transmitted message to the receiver is, 
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 [          
        ]   (         )   (4.4) 

[8] The receiver receives [          
        ]   (         )  decrypts the 

message [  ]  to assure that the message came from the sender. Then the 

receiver encrypts      with his key    
 and sends it back to the receiver 

alongside with an encrypted message comprising      and his own nonce    

by using the session key      to assure that the message came from the receiver 

to authenticate the channel,  

  (              )  [          
       ]    (4.5) 

[9] The sender receives  (              )  [          
       ], decrypts the 

message [       ] using the session key to get   +1 and   . Then he 

decrypts      by rotating it back with the angle     
 and sends the resulting to 

the receiver again alongside with an encrypted message comprising      by 

using the session key      to assure that the message came from the sender to 

authenticate the channel.        

 [     (     
      )]   (           )   (4.6) 

[10] The receiver receives [     (     
      )]   (           )  decrypts the 

message [    ] using the session key to get       and to assure the channel 

is authenticate. Then decrypts      by rotating it back with the angle     
. 

            
        (4.7) 

[11] The receiver gets all the encoded plain-text qubits        then transferred to the 

binary code. 
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[12] After that all the binary code is converted to letters and then decrypted to the 

plain-text P by using the inverse key of the classical cryptography algorithm as 

in [54]. 

    
[   ]  (4.8) 

Now the receiver has the original plain-text   . The whole procedure is shown in 

Figure 15.  
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Figure 15: Quantum Three-Pass Protocol Authentication Based on Hybrid Cryptosystem. 
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4.2 Example 

Here we give a simple example to show how the proposed algorithm works and to 

demonstrate how robust the proposed quantum encryption system is.  

The plain-text message is the word "HELP", and we want to send it via a secure route. 

According to the algorithm we have first to encrypt the plain-text message by a classical 

algorithm. In order to give an educational example we choose here the Hill-cipher 

algorithm with the encryption key matrix (2 × 2), where the sender and receiver agree 

on the classical key using modified BB84.  

So "HELP", is encrypted for this example. The first step includes the choice of an 

invertible modulo 26 (n × n) matrix for a Hill 2-cipher (2 × 2) key matrix. Let K be the 

    key matrix as  

  *
  
  

+. 

Next the plain-text is divided into pairs and replaced with the corresponding numerical 

value from table 4. 

Table 4: Correspondence table for Encoding 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

 

Now the corresponding numerical values are, 

*
 
 
+  *

 
 
+ and *

 
 
+  *

  
  

+ 

And by using the equation                 we get, 
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*
  
  

+  *
   
   

+  *
    
    

+         

   *
    
    

+, 

so the encrypted plain-text EP is: 

    *
  
  

+  *
 
 

+      *
  
  

+  *
 
 
+  

Now the encrypted plain-text is "PMPT" and each letter in encrypted plain-text is 

converted to the binary code as in the following table 5. 

Table 5: Correspondence table for the binary code 
P M P T 

01111 01100 01111 10011 

 

Now, we have the classically encrypted plain-text message to be transmitted to the 

receiver. The next step before the application of the QTPP is the authentication of the 

direct communication channel. Therefore, the sender and the receiver negotiate first 

the encryption keys        and        respectively with the QDC using the modified 

BB84 protocol. The sender requests the nonce of the sender, the nonce of the receiver, 

and the session key to be used for the authentication of the communication channel 

between sender and receiver. After the successful distribution of the nonce‘s and the 

session key to both parties, the authentication of the communication channel starts. Let 

the nonce of the sender be            , the nonce of the receiver be    

        , and the session key be                  .  

The message        [          ] is encrypted by classical algorithm one-time-

pad and with the key that the sender shares with the QDC (      )  

 000111100100001100. 
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 The QDC also sends a message        [          ]  to the receiver that has the 

receiver‘s identity            , sender‘s identity             and the 

key session between the sender and the receiver                   in it.  

The message is encrypted with the key that the receiver shares with the QDC 

(      )                    .  

                     

                                              

                          

Now, the sender and the receiver apply the quantum three-pass protocol QTPP. The 

sender starts with the    to authenticate the protocol, where all the classical bit 

sequence transform into quantum bits and rotated by using the key session which is 

         following with the first encrypted letter which is "P" from left to right, 

where the first qubit state is    . After that the sender encrypts it by using a self-

generated angle. So the sequence of the sender state in the first channel will be as 

following in the table 6. 
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Table 6: Sequence sender state of the first stage of the protocol. 
State The Key Angle      Sequence Sender State 

                                          
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                                        
                                                           
                                                       
                                                          
                                                    
                                                          
                                                    
                                                       
                                                       
                                                          
                                                        
                                                       
                                                       
                                                       
                                                       
                                                          
                                                    
                                                    
                                                       
                                                        

 

 

The receiver receives the states and check if the state is authenticated or not where he 

knows the string of qubits and how many qubits are used for the authentication, after 

that the receiver sends      and    to authenticate the channel following with the 

resulting state      and sends back to the sender as following table 7. 
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Table 7: Sequence sender state of the second stage of the protocol. 
State The Key Angle      Sequence Sender State 

                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                                      
                                         
                                         
                                             
                                                
                                             
                                                
                                                
                                                 
                                                
                                             
                                                
                                                
                                             
                                                
                                             
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                

 

The sender receives      and    and check if the channel is authenticated or not, 

the sender computes      and sends it back again to the receiver with the      as 

follows in the following table 8. 
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Table 8: Sequence sender state of the third stage of the protocol. 
State The Key Angle      Sequence Sender State 

                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                                        
                                                        
                                                       
                                                       
                                                          
                                                          
                                                          
                                                       
                                                          
                                                       
                                                       
                                                          
                                                     
                                                          
                                                       
                                                       
                                                          
                                                       
                                                          
                                                         

 

 

 The receiver gets      and checks if the channel is authenticated or not, after that  

     is decrypted. Then the receiver has all the encoded plain-text qubits after that 

transfer it to the binary code. Finally, the receiver converts the whole received binary 

code into corresponding letters and then decrypts the letters to get the plain-text 
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message by using the inverse of the Hill-cipher algorithm.  Eventually, the plain-text is 

obtained by using the equation                . Where, 

*
  
  

+  *
    
    

+  *
      
      

+           *
   
   

+.   

Which is ―HELP‖.
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4.3 Security of The Proposed Hybrid Cryptosystem Scheme to 

Enhance The QTPP 

In order to design a secure protocol utilizing the quantum encryption, three critical 

conditions must be always satisfied: First, Keys must be random. Second, The 

protocol must be authenticated. Third, The protocol is subject to the principles of 

quantum physics [57]. 

As we will discuss later, the proposed protocol satisfies all three conditions. Since 

the keys in this protocol are randomly chosen where we use two keys; the first one is 

the encryption key is represented by angles    for the sender and    for the receiver, 

the second one is decryption key is represented by angles and its inverse represented 

by angles     for the sender and     for the receiver. Since the proposed algorithm 

uses a quantum three-pass protocol and one of the important properties for this 

protocol is that there is no shared key between the sender and receiver, the sender 

therefore generates his own secret key    
 where (   

           ) for each 

qubit transmitted to the receiver, and the receiver generates his own secret key    
 

where (   
           ) for each qubit sent back to the sender.  These keys 

are changed for each qubit shared between sender and receiver. Hence, the angles are 

changed continuously for each qubit. This process is repeated for all n-qubits of the 

message. Therefore, it is impossible for the opponent to discover these keys. 

Through addition our proposed hybrid cryptosystem to the QTPP we authenticate all 

the communication channels of the QTPP protocol and hence prevent the only 

possible attack the man-in-the-middle attack, therefore by adding the authentication 

to the communication channels the second condition is satisfied. 
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The proposed enhanced protocol also satisfies the third condition. Through the 

security of this encryption relying on the no-cloning theorem, a quantum physics 

property guarantees that no one can make a copy of any unknown non-orthogonal 

state. Hence, by transmitting data as non-orthogonal quantum states, no one can 

make a copy of the transmitted data without errors. 

There are many fundamental advantages to the proposed modified QTPP protocol 

comparing with the original QTPP. Where In [40] claim that the qubit efficiency of 

the QTPP is 100% comparing with the other quantum key distribution protocol an in 

Figure 16. But we approved mathematically in the security analysis of QTPP 

(Section 4.5.6) that the man-in-the-middle attack is always a potential threat to 

information exchange based on the no-cloning theorem therefor the man-in-the 

middle attack can break the protocol and decrees the efficiency. By proposed our 

modified QTPP protocol to the original QTPP the man-in-the middle attack is 

eliminate through add two security layers one classical algorithm [54] and the other 

is quantum authentication protocol theses two layers represents the hybrid 

cryptosystem and we approved that mathematically in (Section 5.2) therefore the 

efficiency will amplified through eliminate the man-in-the middle attack.  

In the original QTPP algorithm the security of the system would be of the order of 

         if the number of bits in the key is ‗n‘. This stated security can is the 

best security that can be achieved by the QTPP protocol, but the opponent gets the 

entire qubits through the man-in-the middle attack. We have overcome this attack by 

add hybrid cryptosystem to eliminate the-man-in the middle attack, the order of 

security provided by the hybrid cryptosystem is high enough to resist a brute force 
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attack, through the security of the first security layer which is    and second security 

layer which is also      . 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Qubit efficiency of quantum key distribution protocol [40]. 

Through The modified QTPP protocol employs polarized photons in superposition 

states for authentication, which provides high security against the attacks, where all 

transmissions use non-orthogonal qubits, and therefore the message is all subject to 

the no-cloning theorem. Finally, the hybrid cryptosystem provides new directions in 

cryptography through combination classical cryptography and quantum 

cryptography. 

4.4 Noise analysis  

There are two contributions to noise, i.e. one by the environment and one by any type 

of attacks of the communication and we discussed that in section (4.5). Now, we will 

discuss the environmental noise. The environmental noise is generally fluctuating, 
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but the fluctuations of the environmental noise do not vary significantly over time 

and space, therefore the approximation of taking the noise as constant is well 

justified. In our following considerations, the environmental noise will be taken as 

constant. The collective rotation noise, as described in [58], states that statistically, 

noise affects every particle transmitted over a communication channel the same way, 

e.g. it causes the state of each particle to be deflected clockwise by an angle θ. In 

general, the noise   can be mapped to an angle using the following mapping, 

              [   ]  (4.9) 

The range of this function is [      ] .      is determined by the relationship 

                      , where      is a strictly increasing function on the 

interval [0,1]. Here in our proposed system, for a qubit state      clockwise deflection 

is denoted as      . For instance, the state    ,     and     are as shown in Figure 

16. 
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   θ  

    

   θ  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: The state          and     deflection to the clockwise direction.  

                            

                           
(4.10) 

The parameter   depends on the noise of the quantum channel. Because the noise has 

been assumed to be constant, the parameter   is also constant. 

In a noisy quantum channel, each qubit that is sent, the final qubit error rate σ is 

constant and equal to      , which is can be used to measure the noise level. The larger 

the noise, the closer the deflection angle will approach     , and vice versa. 

In our proposed protocol, a qubit is transmitted through the quantum channel three 

times between sender and receiver, each of which is subject to the rotation noise. The 

effect of the bit error rate due to rotation noise in the channel on the QTPP is described 

in the following in detail. 
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Based on the protocol, a rotation operator is applied to the qubit in each round to map 

the qubit to a non-orthogonal state. Therefore, the rotation noise changes the non-

orthogonal quantum state by  . Since the sender and the receiver will reverse their 

rotation operations eventually, the actual value of the rotation operator does not affect 

the results of the analysis. In order to make the derivation concise, the rotation operators 

are not shown in the derivation. 

After the first stage, the deflection angle can be   , the possible qubit states can be 

written as, 

                                           

                                          
(4.11) 

In the second pass we have to encrypt the incoming message with the receiver‘s key   , 

then the resulting states incorporating the noise as well become, 

                   

                                   

                    

                                   

(4.12) 

In the third pass, the sender decrypts the message using the inverse key    , resulting 

in the states received by the receiver as, 

                                                    

                                                   
(4.13) 

The probability that qubit     is recognized as 0 is          and the probability that 

qubit     is recognized as 1 is         . The error rate is given by         . 

In all the stages of the proposed protocol the qubit error rate   can be easily obtained, 
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                  (4.14) 

An initial qubit error rate    can be set according to the channel noise. When the qubit 

error rate σ of a quantum communication channel is larger than   , it can be determined 

that the quantum channel is insecure and that there exists eavesdropping, regardless of 

the reason. 

Generally speaking,    should be set to be slightly larger than             in 

practice, which is the quantum bit error rate in only noise environments without 

eavesdropping. So,                can be set as the criterion used to determine 

whether or not there is eavesdropping. 

  for example, the easiest relationship between the bit error rate and the noise is a linear 

relationship as       . Then if the noise level   is equal to 6% the corresponding 

value of    is also equal to 6%, which is the criterion of judging.  So if the qubit error 

rate   is larger than    = 6%, it is determined that the quantum channel is insecure and 

there is eavesdropping. 

4.5  Summary 

The quantum cryptography is an emerging technology and is constantly developing. 

One day the quantum computer will be the driving force in this field and a 

combination of classical and quantum cryptography will be used in the future.  Based 

on this concept we proposed in this chapter an enhancement of the quantum three-

pass protocol based on hybrid cryptosystem.  

Although QTPP protocol is secure against all the classical and quantum attacks that 

we presented in section 3.3 it can be successfully subjected to man-in-the-middle 
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attack. Therefore, we proposed quantum authentication protocol with a third party, 

the Quantum Distribution Centre QDC. The QDC is responsible for distributing the 

nonces, and the session key between sender and receiver. All communication 

channels are channels used in the protocol and are subject to the domain of quantum 

mechanics, where before applying the QTPP the sender and receiver authenticates all 

channels through session key know only to sender and receiver. The main 

vulnerability of the original QTPP was the man-in-the-middle attack as identified in 

chapter 4. So, by adding the authentication to the QTPP, the modified QTPP 

becomes resistant to all attack strategies discussed in the previous chapter. The 

security analysis shows clearly that the modified QTPP is unconditionally secure 

with respect to the randomness of the key, the authentication of the protocol, and the 

usage of non-orthogonal superposition states, originated from quantum physics. 

 Furthermore, the analysis provides an understanding of the effect of the noise level 

on the channels of the QTPP protocol where the changes of the qubit error rate 

increase the security of the protocol. 
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Chapter 5 

 

CONCLUSION 

As the recent literature reveals, a combination of classical and quantum cryptography 

will be used in the future to encrypt classical information.  In this sense, this work 

presents a new classical and quantum mixed encryption algorithm to enhance the 

security of the quantum three-pass protocol and the transferred information. 

Algorithms like Shor‘s prime number factorisation algorithm are considered a threat to 

classical public key encryption once a quantum computer is realised. Therefore, as we 

are dealing with classical information, hybrid cryptosystems will become more and 

more important. In this work, the enhancement to the Quantum Three-Pass Protocol 

QTTP is presented as two security layers represented the hybrid cryptosystem to 

authenticate the protocol, where we proposed in first security layer classical algorithm 

to encrypt the plaintext message [54] and in second security layer we proposed new 

quantum authentication protocol based on third party called the quantum distribution 

centre QDC, which securely distributes the nonces and the session key between sender 

and receiver by modified BB84 [30]. The analysis of the modification of the original 

QTPP also shows that the only possible strategic attack left to the QTPP, i.e. the man-

in-the-middle attack, is prevented. Additionally all communication channels are 

quantum communication channels, hence, subject to the no-cloning theorem. 

Therefore, this authentication protocol is unconditionally secure with respect to the 

randomness of the key, the authentication of the protocol, and the usage of non-
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orthogonal superposition states, originated from quantum physics. The security 

analysis for all possible attack strategies shows explicitly that this algorithm is 

unconditionally secure against the analysed potential classical and quantum attacks. 
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Appendix A: Quantum Cryptography 

A.1. Basic Ideas of Quantum Cryptography 

In this section we will present the main concepts of quantum cryptography and what 

is the differences with the classical cryptography. 

Quantum cryptography is a new science using the principles of quantum mechanics, 

which helps the sender and receiver to deals with quantum key using to encrypt and 

decrypt plain-text message. 

The most important goal in the quantum cryptography is the discovery of an 

opponent if he tried to break the key and because the key is quantum bits so it cannot 

be cloned, if sender sends the key to receiver and an opponent tries to break the key, 

then It has to corrupt the qubits based on quantum mechanics concept which is a 

quantum system can not be measured without annoying the system. 

One of the important theories that make the quantum key distribution is effective is 

no-cloning theorem, where the opponent cannot recognize between two non-

orthogonal state without collapsing the quantum state of at least one of them. 

We clarify that by considering     and     to be the non-orthogonal quantum states 

opponent is trying to know that. If theses quantum states interact with a standard 

state    , 

                 (A.1) 
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                  (A.2) 

 

 Opponent trying      and      to be different, to know the identity of the quantum 

state. However the inner product are kept depand on thewe unitary transformations. 

 ⟨     ⟨     ⟨    ⟨     or  ⟨      ⟨       (A.3) 

Therefor,      and      must be identical and opponent in order to gain any 

information must be interrupt one of the two quantum states. 

A.2 The Differences between Classical Cryptography and Quantum 

Cryptography 

During the last decades classical cryptography systems was the real guarantee for 

reliable communications and protect the information from eavesdropper. Although 

most classical encryption systems still in use so far but it proved theoretically that it 

is possible to penetrate these systems. 

Most of the classical cryptography systems are secured based on the complexity of 

mathematical computational processes, which is limited by abilities of current 

technology.  With the rapid development in technology it has become possible to 

tapped and stored plain-text messages, therefore the powerful of decryption of these 

plain-text message is possible now. 

In quantum cryptography, the systems are based on properties of quantum mechanics 

therefore the decryption of plain-text message is not possible even with the current 

technology.  Where we cannot measure the quantum state without collapsing it and 

hence degrading the key. In quantum cryptography, because qubits cannot be copied 

and stored so the transmission of the qubits is continuous and this is another 
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difference with the classical cryptography where the encrypted message is stored and 

transmitted. Indeed there are quantum repeaters to store the quantum state 

theoretically but practically still not applied and it is not sure to increase the 

reliability. 

A.3. Quantum Key Distribution 

In quantum cryptography we do not send a secret information directly, but instead of 

that we distribute and send a secret key randomly as in figure A.1. When the 

transmission of key is done, it can be used in a classical symmetric encryption or to 

encrypt and decrypt information. Now we explain how the quantum key distribution 

protocol work. 

Quantum key distribution protocol was proposed in 1984 by Charles H. Bennet and 

Gilles Brassard which called later BB84 [59]. It Utilized the uncertainty concept and 

no-cloning theorem to guarantee that the transmission of the key have not been 

eaves- dropped or altered. 

 The Stages of a secure key in BB84 protocol can be divided into three parts 

summarized in figure A.2. 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1: The quantum key distribution in a symmetric encryption scheme. 
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Alice - Preparation and 
Transfer of Photons 

Bob - Measurement
of Photons

Bases Agreement

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.2: the key agreement procedure in BB84 protocol. 

For example, Alice chooses random values (0 or 1) and random bases (rectilinear or 

diagonal) where rectilinear bases represent                       ) and 

diagonal bases represent                         ). Then she prepares 

photons with spin orientation according to randomly chosen values and bases as in 

table A.1. 

Table A.1: Prepares photons with random values (0, 1) in random bases (rectilinear, 
diagonal). 

Alice’s Bit 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Alice’s Basis                           

Alice’s Polarization ↑ →    ↑          → 

 

Next, Alice sends polarized photons to Bob over quantum channel. At the end Bob 

receives a photon, he randomly chooses the measurement basis. He measures the 

photon in the basis of his choice and stores the result along with the base used for 

measurement as in table A.2. 
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Table A.2: Measurement of photons in BB84 protocol. 

Bob’s Basis                              

Bob’s Measurement 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 

After sufficient number of values have been transfered, the phase of bases agreement 

begins where Alice and Bob exchange information about their bases for each photon 

and discard values for which bases did not comply.  After such procedure Alice and 

Bob have the same value of the key, that is 1100 as in table A.3. 

Table A.3: Bases discussion procedure in BB84 protocol. 

Discussion Basis                              

Agreed Key 1  1   0  0 

 

Since photons were sent over an insecure channel they may have been eavesdropped 

or manipulated. To check for eavesdropping Bob choose random subset of key bits 

(usually one third of them is enough) and reveals them to Alice. Alice confirms 

whether she has the same values. If any of the bits vary the transmission may have 

been eavesdropped or altered, therefore it needs to be repeated. If all the test bits are 

confirmed, the remaining bits can be used as the key. 

Despite the fact that all communication takes place over channels prone to 

eavesdropping, the protocol is still secure.  Due to the no-cloning theorem photons 

cannot be copied in order to measure the copy and leave the original photon intact. If 

eavesdropper Eve wants to reveal useful information from the photon she has to 

measure it in the basis of her choice. If she happens to choose the correct base there 

is no way Alice and Bob will notice. But if she chooses an incorrect basis (which 
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happens in half the cases) Alice and Bob will not agree upon bit value, knowing the 

transmission was eavesdropped. This feature of quantum key distribution ensures 

communicating parties that the secret key was not compromised. The public 

discussion of the measurement basis also does not compromise the key because 

knowledge of the basis after all the photons were measured is not useful to Eve. 

Nevertheless, technological imperfection can compromise the protocol. In currently 

available physical realizations usually a weak laser pulse is used as a photon source.  

As such a source does not deterministically emit one photon per pulse, the protocol is 

prone to photon number splitting attacks [60]. Under certain conditions, Eve is able 

to block single photon pulses and save one photon from multi photon pulses in her 

quantum memory. Since all photons from one pulse are polarized in the same basis, 

Eve can wait until basis agreement between Bob and Alice and then measure her 

memorized photons in correct basis, revealing the key. 
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Appendix B: Modified BB84 Protocol 

B.1. Basic Ideas of Modified BB84 protocol 

This idea employs the polarization technique to BB84 protocol, so that both parties 

can negotiate a shared secret key without any loss of information. The modified 

BB84 protocol (MBB84 protocol) allows a Sender to encode his contribution into 

photons to send them to a Receiver via a quantum channel. After that, the Receiver 

will use the same polarization to generate the key. Finally, both parties negotiate a 

shared key accordingly.  

The steps of the protocol are listed below: 

 Sender randomly choses n-bits string KA
i
 ={ KA

1
, KA

2
, KA

3
, … KA

n
 } and    

={  ,   ,     , . . .    } this represents the polarization of bits. Where KA
i
 

and    denote the polarizations of the i-th bits. 

 

 Sender generates the corresponding photons into one of the following four 

photon states         〉 according to the bit information of KA
i
 and polarize 

  , 1 ≤ i ≤ n 

   
 
   〉  =    =    〉   = 

 

√ 
 (  〉+   〉) (B.1) 

   
 
   〉   = ↖   =    〉   =  

 

√ 
 (  〉−   〉) (B.2) 

   
 
   〉 = ↔  =    〉  = 

 

√ 
 (  〉 +   〉) (B.3) 

   
 
   〉  =  ↨   =    〉   = 

 

√ 
 (  〉 −   〉) (B.4) 
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In the above encoding process, if KA
i
 = 0,    is encoded by the diagonal basis, and if 

KA
i
 = 1,     is encoded by the rectilinear basis. After that, Sender sends the photons 

to Receiver in sequence through a quantum channel. 

 Upon receiving the photons, Receiver polarization are   ={  ,   ,     , . . . 

   }  for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. if    =   〉  or    〉    then KB
i
 = 0, if       〉  or    〉  

then KB
i
 = 1. 

Then the n-bit string for Bob is KB
i
 ={ KB

1
 , KB

2
 , KB

3
 ,… KB

n
 }. The n-bit string 

obtained by receiver represents the encryption key (quantum key). Sender and 

receiver are using the same quantum key for encryption message and decryption 

message.  
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Appendix C: Classical Hill-Cipher 

C.1. Hill-Cipher Algorithm 

The classical Hill cipher HC is an example of a block cipher. Hill cipher was 

invented in 1929 by Lester Hill [61][62]. It is very common algorithm because of its 

simplicity and high productivity [63][64][65]. 

The main concept of the HC is in order to encrypt a message using the Hill cipher, 

the sender and receiver must first agree upon a key matrix A of size (n × n).  A must 

be invertible (mod 26). The plain-text will then be enciphered in blocks of size n. 

Although this cipher can be deployed as a digraphic or trigraphic (or n-graphic for 

that matter) we will handle this topic in the context of digraphs which is mean (n × n) 

matrix. 

To begin, choose a (2 × 2) of elements of Z26 to serve as the: 

    *
  
  

+, 

Suppose that the positions of the first two characters in the plain-text message are P1 

and P2 respectively. Then the positions of the first two cipher-text characters, C1 and 

C2 are computed by means of the matrix multiplication: 

[
  

  
]  *

  
  

+ [
  

  
]        , 

in general, for an odd integer k, 

 
[

  

    
]  *

  
  

+ [
  

    
]        , (C.1) 
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Now, to decipher the plain-text message, we calculate the inverse of the key A as 

follows: 

              *
   
   

+       , 

Then multiply the inverse of the key by each pair of cipher-text C1 and C2 to recover 

the plain-text message P1 and P2 as following: 

 

[
  

  
]            *

   
   

+ [
  

  
]      , 

in general, for odd integer k, 

 
[

  

    
]            *

   
   

+ [
  

    
]      , (C.2) 

The following example show how Hill cipher works, and for the purposes of 

examining the Hill cipher we will consider only (2 × 2) matrix encryption key: 

Hill Cipher Encryption 

• Sender and receiver agree that the matrix key is: 

    *
  
  

+  

• Sender want to send the message "HATS" to the receiver. 

• Sender splits the message into blocks of two characters "HA" and "TS", the 

numerical representation for "HA" is 7 and 0, and for "TS" is 19 and 18. 

• To encrypt "HA" and "TS" sender multiplies the matrix key by the numerical 

representation. 
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*
  
  

+ *
 
 
+  [

           
           

]       *
  
  

+ 

*
  
  

+ *
  
  

+  [
             
             

]       *
 
  

+ 

• The encrypted message is 21, 14, 7 and 24, this is represents "VOHY". 

Hill Cipher Decryption 

• Decryption requires using the inverse of the matrix K.  The inverse K
−1

 of a matrix 

K is defined by                    , where I is the identity matrix (1 − s on the 

diagonal, other elements – zeroes).  The inverse of the matrix does not always exist, 

but when it does, it satisfies the preceding equation. In this case, the inverse of 

matrix key is, 

      *
    
   

+  

• Now, receiver has the decryption key and the cipher-text "VOHY". 

• Receiver splits the cipher-text into blocks of two characters "VO" and "HY", the 

numerical representation for "VO" is 21 and 14, and for "HY" is 7 and 24. 

• To decrypt "VO" and "HY" receiver multiplies the decryption key by the numerical 

representation. 

*
    
   

+ *
  
  

+  [
               
              

]       *
 
 
+ 

*
    
   

+ *
 
  

+  [
              
             

]       *
  
  

+ 

• The decrypted message is 7, 0, 19 and 18, this is represents "HATS". 
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Appendix D: GLOSSARY 

D.1 List of Glossary 

 Quantum circuit: ―It just sequence of logical qubits carried along wires and 

quantum gates that acts on the qubits‖. 

 Ancilla: ― It is an extra bit which is used in quantum circuit‖. 

 Spin: ―It is a purely quantum mechanics property which means it act like tiny bar 

magnets. This can be used in quantum computing applications‖. 

 Polarization: ―It is a property of waves that can oscillate with more than one 

orientation‖. 

 Trojan horse attack: ―This type of attack works both in classical cryptography and 

in quantum cryptography. The Trojan horse attack is formed from the drawback of 

structure of the system (e.g. algorithm, protocol and program or device). The main 

idea of the Trojan horse attack is that the opponent can infiltrate any system without 

fear of discovery, get useful information from the system and then break the 

system‖. 

• Man-in-the-middle attack: ―This type of attack is one of the most dangerous 

types of attacks on classical cryptography and quantum cryptography.  It also 

works against classical and quantum cryptography as well.  The opponent simply 

enters between the sender and the receiver and is now unknown third party in the 
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flow of data between sender and receiver. This allows him to embed contents of the 

data as well as the possibility to modify it and send it again‖. 

 Individual particle attack: ―This type of attack is based on unitary operations 

and as we know the unitary operation is reversible, so the state will not change. 

Here the opponent acts as a unitary operator between the sender and receiver for 

each state separately allowing for eavesdropping without the knowledge of either 

the sender of the receiver‖. 

 Plain-text: ―This is what you want to encrypt‖. 

 Cipher-text: ―The encrypted output‖. 

 Enciphering or Encryption: ―The process by which plain-text is converted into 

cipher-text. 

 Encryption Algorithm: ―The sequence of data processing steps that go into 

transforming plain-text into cipher-text. Various parameters used by an encryp- 

tion algorithm are derived from a secret key. In cryptography for commercial and 

other civilian applications, the encryption and decryption algorithms are made 

public‖. 

 Secret Key: ―A secret key is used to set some or all of the various parameters 

used by the encryption algorithm. The important thing to note is that, in classical 

cryptography, the same secret key is used for encryption and decryption.  It is for 

this reason that classical cryptography is also referred to as symmetric key 
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cryptography. On the other hand, in the more modern cryptographic algorithms, 

the encryption and decryption keys are not only different, but also one of them is 

placed in the public domain.  Such algorithms are commonly referred to as 

asymmetric key cryptography, public key cryptography, etc.‖. 

 Deciphering or Decryption: ―Recovering plain-text from cipher-text‖. 

 Decryption Algorithm: ―The sequence of data processing steps that go into 

transforming cipher-text back into plain-text. In classical cryptography, the 

various parameters used by a decryption algorithm are derived from the same 

secret key that was used in the encryption algorithm‖.  

 Ciphertext-only attack: ―In this type of attack, an opponent listens to the 

communication between sender and receiver, intercepting the cipher-text. Then 

based on the cipher-text, the opponent can analyse offline the cipher-text in order 

to reconstruct the corresponding key and plain-text message‖. 

 Known-plaintext attack: ―In this type of attack, an opponent has both the plain-

text message and the corresponding cipher-text, and tries to reconstruct the key 

used for encryption of the plain-text‖. 

 Chosen-plaintext attack: ―In this type of attack, an opponent gets to choose 

what a plain-text message is encrypted, and this gives the opponent much 

powerful because if the opponent can figure out the specific part how the 

encryption text place is this give him cross to the key‖.  


